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it’s 3 :05 pm the 24th of september 2015. ricardo is in the operation room of the seattle grey hospital. 
he has a bullet shot in the heart and another in the knee. 
 



this story began 24 hours before when ricardo woke up at 7:00 am.he ate toast with coffee and a orange 
juice for breakfast.



at 7:14am he had a shower and he wore.he left his house at 7:30 am and he went to the italian 
restaurant;his job.he went to the subway and he got of the subway in yellow street. he walked to the 
restaurant and he wore his job’s clothes . his boss was angry because the kitchen was dirty.so he said: 
‘’Ricardo clean the kitchen, it is so dirty’’ Ricardo siad ‘’ ok , boss i’am going to clean the kitchen 
right now’’ He started to clean. he was 2 hours cleaning when he finished.



he decided to go to the fridge. he took the 
ingredients to did the pizza for the menu. when 
he was arriving the kitchen he listened the mob. 
they was saying: ‘do you have the guns? i 
remember you that tonight we are going to hold 
up the bank’’ he decided to follow them to find 
the name of the bank.



the mob got up this car. there was 3 black and big 
four-wheels, there scared him. he decided to took 
a taxi. he said to the taxi-driver: ‘please, can you 
follow them? ’. and the taxi- driver said: ‘ ok, 
but it´s going to be more expensive’ ricardo 
accepted. they started to follow them. ricardo 
was so nervous. the black cars didn't stop in an 
hour. there was 4 people in each car. everybody 
wore black and some of them was smoking some 
cigarette. 



The mod got off the cars and they went to an 
apartment,it was them hideout . ricardo paid the 
travel and get off the taxi. he started to follow 
them, he hid in the next apartment. he put a glass 
in the wall and he listened the mob, because 
there were in the other side of the wall. they said 
:”Do you prepare the mash? there are so 
important.You , take the guns.We go to the 
“central bank” ricardo was scared, he didn’t 
know what to do.he decided the he was waiting 
in the apartament until the mob got out.then he 
followed them.



the mob were throug the sewers to the bank.in the 
sewers there was rats, flies, spiders, bats, 
cockroaches, worms and cats. the odor was 
terrible. the mob and richard was walking in the 
sewers when the mob did a hole on the roof, the 
floor of the bank. they appeared in the safe. 
when ricardo was going through the hole a 
mobster turned around and he said: ‘stop!’. the 
mobster took the gun and shot him, first in the 
knee and finally in the heart.





the alarm sounded and the police arrived the 
bank. the mobsters threw their guns and they 
surrendered. after that, the doctors found the 
ricardo´s corpse . the doctors took the corpse 
and went to the hospital.


